Official Score Sheet

Date: _______________  Event #: _______________________
Class: ___________________  Arm#: _______________
Call Name: ___________________  Breed: _______________

Time Limit(s): _____________________________

# of Hides: _______________
# of Finds: _______________

Faults (tally as they occur)
- Handler error- _______________
- Safety concern- _______________
- Mild disruption of area- __________

Circle Qualified, Not Qualified, or Excused. If NQ or Exc, check reason.

QUALIFIED

NOT QUALIFIED
- Incorrect Alert/Finish call
- Harsh correction
- Significant disruption of area
- Handler unable to point to hide
  - Max time exceeded

EXCUSED
- Dog eliminated in search area
- Dog overly stressed
- Handler Request
- Other: _______________

Run Time: _____________________________
(Not required if NQ or Exc)

AKC SCENT WORK™
American Kennel Club